Introduction
Weather is defined as what is happening to the atmosphere at any given time while climate is what would be expected to occur at any given time of the year based on many years of meteorological observations. Change in climate constitutes shifts in meteorological conditions lasting a few years or longer. The climate change can occur in a single meteorological variable or in a group of variables affecting a region or the entire Earth (Burroughs, 2001) . It is expected that a climate change can be expressed by the behaviour of time series of meteorological variables and in this study, a meteorological variable that expresses a climate change is called a climate indicator. Over the years, the climate of the Earth has changed due to natural or anthropogenic factors, and the research community is concentrating on the identification of the evidences of these changes. However, there are some uncertainties about the occurrence of a significant climate change and especially the time when the changes have become evident. The main purpose of this chapter is to introduce a statistical test to determine when a significant climate change has occurred assuming that a climate indicator is available. A climate indicator is a meteorological variable that reveals the climate of a region or a given part of the Earth. The suggested statistical test will be applied to detect climate changes at the global and Caribbean scale using several climatic indicators. During the last 140 years the Earth has been experimented several climate changes, which have been documented by several researchers (Huntingford et al., 2006; Hansen 2005; Easterling et al., 2000; Battisti el al., 1997; She and Krueger 2004; and Barnett et al., 1999) . For example, Easterling et al., (1997) reported that the global mean surface air temperature has risen about 0.5° C during the 20th century. A large part of the world ocean has shown coherent changes of heat content during the last 50 years (Leuliette et al., 2004) . Frich et al., (2002) claim that during the second half of the 20th century the world has become both warmer and wetter for global land areas and currently wet periods produce significantly larger rainfall than a few decades ago. These observed extreme events are in line with the expected changes due to the new greenhouse conditions. Global warming is affecting human lives, and in particular is severely impacting the agriculture forestry and in general the economy (Salinger 2005) . For instance, Easterling et al., (2000) pointed out that in the United States since 1987 more than 360 weather events have produced losses in excess of $5 million each event with several catastrophic consequences. The temperature in globe has increased during the last 140 years, because that the number of heat waves has increased (Schar et al., 2004; Changnon et al., 2000) . Global warming is a real process that is leading to catastrophic consequences. It has been documented that the global warming is mainly due to anthropogenic factors (Huntingford et al., 2006; Hansen 2005; Easterling et al., 2000) . The International Project of Climate Change (IPCC) has established that most of the observed increment in global temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely due to the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse gas concentrations. The anthropogenic activities that affect the global warming are the emission of greenhouse gases and changes in land use, such as urbanization and agriculture. Recent simulation results have shown that the global warming during the last 20th century cannot only be explained by external forces, but also by natural variability that play an important role (Huntingford 2006 , IPCC 2001 , IPCC 2007 . Battist et al. (1997) pointed out that the global warming may be attributed to natural variability, which can be observed in the energy transported by the atmosphere and ocean circulation. Kruger (2004) and Barnett et al., (1999) have established that the natural variability is due to volcanic eruption (Robock A., 2000) , and the solar flux variability. Atmospheric dynamics simulations at global and regional scales have been conducted over different scenarios to predict the most likely future climate impacts (IPCC 2001; Angeles 2005; Huntingford et al., 2006; Hansen 2005) . Stott and Ketteborough (2002) claim that predicting Earth surface temperature is almost impossible since the anthropogenic and the natural variability include a large amount of uncertainties that may be difficult to predict. However, Angeles et al., (2007) uses global outputs and a regional atmospheric model to project that during the next five decades there will be large concentrations of rainfall episodes in smaller areas across the Caribbean basin. Climate change detection and attribution techniques usually apply global or regional circulation models and/or statistical techniques to detect climate changes (Easterling et al., 1997 (Easterling et al., , 2000 Barnett et al., 1999; Schar et al., 2004; Smith et al., 2002; Santer et al., 2005; Meehl et al., 2004; Menne et al., 2005; Tomé and Miranda 2004; Feldstein 2002; IPCC 2001; Smith et al., 2002) . A climate change may be expressed as a change in the mean or in the autocorrelation function of the underlying climate indicator. A statistical algorithm for climate change detection is introduced here with the intention of providing a tool to determine when a significant climate change has occurred. The algorithm is based on determining when the mean of the underlying climate indicator exhibits a significant deviation from a selected reference. The algorithm will divide the climate indicator in two parts the reference data and the testing data. The reference data will be used to identify the deterministic and stochastic components of the reference data, and the testing part is used to measure the deviation from the reference. Thus if a significant deviation from the reference data is found a climate change is detected at the identified point in time. The algorithm can detect climate changes that occur in the trend, in the seasonal or in the stochastic component. A simulation technique was used to design a climate indicator with three components and a postulated change was used to validate the performance of the proposed test. Real climate indicators were also used to detect climate change. Regression techniques were used to model the trend and seasonal components, and a time series model was used to represent the stochastic component of real time series data. Climate changes at global and Caribbean scale were studied. The second section of this chapter will present the basis of the proposed algorithm for detecting changes in a climate indicator. The third section presents a simulation exercise to illustrate the performance of the detection test. The fourth section will describe the data and sources of information, as well as some applications of the test at the Global and Caribbean climate scale, and the last section will present some conclusions.
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Methodology
The deterministic components of a climate indicator, such as trend, and periodicity will be identified and removed from the data to estimate the stochastic component, which will be modelled by using a time series model. The identified time series model is also removed from the data to obtain a white noise process. Finally, a sequential statistical test will be implemented to detect whether or not a significant deviation from the white noise process has occurred. The algorithm is based on the fact that if a climate indicator does not contain any climate change then the entire time series will behave as a white noise process. On the other hand, if a climate indicator involves a climate change the stochastic behaviour of the testing part will show that the underlying climate change caused a significant deviation from the white noise process. The algorithm includes six major steps: (1) collect the largest time series of a climate indicator; (2) divide the data sets in two parts: the first par will be called the reference data and the second part as the testing data; (3) identify periodicity and trend components based on the reference data, and remove periodicity and trend components from the entire time series and call the resulting time series the estimated of the stochastic component; (4) identify an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model to the first part of the estimated stochastic component; (5) compute the ARMA fingerprint; and (6) use a sequential hypothesis testing procedure to determine whether or not a significant change has occurred on the mean or in the autocorrelation function of the process. This study will focus on detecting changes on the mean of the process, where the mean of the process may be a constant or a time dependent function.
2.1
Step one: select a climate indicator It is assumed that climate properties of a given part of the world are expressed by a sequence of a meteorological variable, which we referred as a climate indicator. Thus, a climate indicator can be a time series of air temperature, sea level, rainfall, etc. It is required that the selected time series has no missing values and observations have been obtained at equal time intervals. The climate change can occur at different time scales and to be able to detect a climate change it is required to select a climate indicator that contains observations before and after the climate change. It is desirable that the time series will be large enough to identify the deterministic and stochastic components of the underlying meteorological process and leaving a significant part of data for testing. The length of the data will be established in step two.
Step two: dividing the time series
The time series will be divided into two parts. The first part will be called the reference data and the second part will be the testing data. The reference data will be used as a reference level to measure the deviation (if any) of the testing data with respect to the reference data. If the underlying time series is a periodic series, the length of the reference data must contain at least three times the length of the period. On the other hand, if the time series is not a periodic series, it is recommended that reference data would contain at least 50 observations. The reference data will be located on the left (older values of the series) and the testing part on the right hand side (more recent values) of the series. Typically, the reference data is located at the beginning of the time series; however, it could be placed in almost any part of the series as long as enough observations are available. The testing part will be at least 50 observations and will be used to measure whether or not there exists a www.intechopen.com significant change with respect to the reference data. It should be noted that the change detection test will depend on the meteorological properties of the selected reference and testing data, which can be expressed as follows: Reference data:
Testing data:
x , t = m + , m + , … , n, m ≥ , and n ≥ m
where x represents the underlying climate indicator at time t; m is sample size of the reference data, and n is the total number of observations considered for climate change detection, and n≥ m.
2.3
Step three: identifying the deterministic components A climate indicator may be stationary or a nonstationary process and consequently it may have deterministic and stochastic components. The deterministic component may be a trend and/or a periodic component. Thus, the reference data of the climate indicator may be expressed as follows:
where T and P are the deterministic trend and periodic components, respectively at time t, and s is the stochastic components at time t. The trend component can be modeled by a polynomial in time and the periodic component by a sinusoidal function of time. The autocorrelation function and the periodogram of x can be used to identify the trend and the periodic components; i. e., if the autocorrelation function dies out very fast, the underlying process is stationary and the process do not exhibit trend; otherwise, a trend should be identified. Regression techniques can be used to estimate the parameters of the trend and the sinusoidal function. The Fourier-based method or a more accurate method based on wavelet techniques (Nicolay, et al., 2010) can be used to estimate the size of the required periods. The trend and periodic components are removed from the original time series to estimate the stochastic component, s .
where T and P are the estimates of the trend and periodic components, respectively. In time series analysis is customary to remove the trend and periodic components by using the appropriate difference operators. For example:
where ∇ is the difference-of-order d operator and B is the backshift operator, which is defined as follows: B x =x . The operator to remove periodicity can be written as follows:
where D is the order of seasonal difference and p is the period of the time series. Unfortunately, these operators cannot be applied in this case since the application of these operators will remove not only the trend and periodic components but also will remove the www.intechopen.com climate change signal; and consequently, these operators are not suitable for the purposes of detecting a climate change.
2.4
Step four: identifying the stochastic component The first m values of the stochastic component, s , are used to identify the autocorrelation structure of the time series. Most of the stochastic components of climate indicators are a sequence that can be represented by autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models (Box and Jenkins 1976) . The reference data will be tested first to determine whether or not the reference data is an autocorrelated or a white noise process. If the underlying process is a white noise there is no need of removing the autocorrelation structure. On the other hand, if the autocorrelated structure of the reference data is significant, this dependent structure can be identified by using an ARMA model, which can be expressed as follows:
where s , B and m were defined previously; θ′s and ϕ's are the parameters of the moving average and the autoregressive components of the model, respectively; a is a sequence of independent random variables with mean equal to zero and a constant variance. It should be noted that the transformed reference data should be a stationary process since the trend and periodicity components have been removed from the original time series. Stationary in the sense that the mean and the autocorrelation function will not change over time.
The identification of an ARMA model consists of determining the values of r and q. The identification is accomplished by using the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the stochastic component and a numerical parameters estimation algorithm, as described in several time series textbooks (Box and Jenkins 1976; Brockwell and Davis 2002; Wei, 1990; Pandit and Wu 1983) . Nonlinear regression techniques are used to estimate the parameters of the ARMA model and several statistical programs are available to perform this estimation task, for instance: Statgraphics, Minitab, Matlab, etc. It should be noted that the main purpose of identifying an ARMA model is to remove the autocorrelation structure, as shown in the next step.
2.5
Step five: computing the ARMA fingerprint The ARMA fingerprint is the sequence created by the difference at each point in time between the estimated of stochastic component, s , and the estimated stochastic component from the ARMA model, s . The ARMA fingerprint can be computed as follows:
where s is an estimated of the stochastic component and is computed by using eq. (4); whereas, s is an estimated of s and is computed by evaluating eq. (9), and f is the ARMA fingerprint; a are the residuals for the stochastic component; θ 's and ϕ 's are parameter estimated that must be computed with the m values of the stochastic component, s . It should be noted that the model fitting is computed with t=1,…,m; however, the finger print is computed for the entire time series.
Thus, if no change has occurred in the underlying process then the fingerprint will behave as a white noise sequence; where a white noise process is a sequence formed by independent random variables with zero mean and constant variance. However, if the process exhibits a significant deviation from the white noise, the ARMA model will show a unique characteristic which will be exhibited either in the mean or in the autocorrelation function of the given sequence and this special sequence will be called here the ARMA fingerprint. Thus, if a significant change occurs in the mean of the process, the ARMA fingerprint will also exhibit a significant deviation from the mean. On the other hand, if a change occurs in the second moment of the process, the fingerprint may also exhibits a significant deviation in the autocorrelation function.
2.6
Step six: sequential hypothesis testing If external forces affected the climate indicator, its ARMA fingerprint will present an autocorrelation function with a significant deviation from the autocorrelation of the white noise process. The suggested procedure will detect changes on the mean, and changes in the autocorrelation function. The exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) test is adopted to detect the change on the mean of the process at every point in time. EWMA test was proposed by Roberts (1959) and adopted here because it is an efficient test to detect a small shift in the mean and also because it is a robust test in the senses that it is not affected by moderate deviations from the Gaussian process as well as because it is not affected by weak autocorrelated time series. Thus, if a climate change induced a strong autocorrelation function it will be detected by EWMA test. The exponentially weighted average, z , of the fingerprint is defined as:
A significant increment in the mean occurs at time t if z >U and a significant decrement occurs in the mean at time t if z <L , where
where f is the ARMA fingerprint at time t, and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the ARMA fingerprint sequence during the reference data period ( t=1,2,…,m); the initial value of can be estimated by the average of the fingerprint during the reference data period; is a weighted constant and varies between zero to one. M is a constant that depend on ; however, to have better results it is recommended to take the following values of = . and M= Montgomery, (2001).
Simulation
A simulation approach is used to generate a climate indicator to measure the capabilities of the suggested detection test. Mote Carlo simulation technique was used to generate a synthetic time series to represent a climate indicator. It is expected that the climate indicator may be the result of ocean and atmospheric interactions and it may include several patterns www.intechopen.com such as trend, periodicity, and stochastic components. The climate indicator can be represented by the following expression:
where
The variable x is the climate indicator at time t; the variable T is a quadratic trend; P is a periodic component and is composed by two functions, the first function includes a large amplitude with period equal to twelve, and the second function has a moderated amplitude with a function of time and a fixe period equal to 30; the stochastic component is an ARMA(2,1) process, a is a Gaussian noise sequence with zero mean and variance 9. A similar function was also used by Nicolay (2010) to represents a climate indicator. The variable ψ represents the induced climate change, which may have a step (17a) or a ramp function (17b) that starts when t=m+ . The step function represents a sudden increment of a meteorological variable whereas the ramp function is a slow and persistent increment of climate change. It is assumed that the step change occurred at time m+1 and will persist up to the end of the series with a magnitude of 3 times the standard deviation of the white noise, σ. When the ramp function is used the persistent climate change will be very small at the beginning of the change and the simulated climate change will become evident after the time approaches to n. It is expected that the climate change will be detected right after the change has occurred for the case of the step function; however, when the ramp function is simulated the change is detected after some delay (about 35 units of time). Figure 1 shows the different components of the simulated time series. The top panel on the right of Figure 1 shows the simulated trend and the top panel on the left shows the periodic function. The middle panel on the left of Figure 1 shows the stochastic component whereas the middle panel on the right shows the step function. The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows the simulated climate indicator, which is the sum of the previously plotted variables.
As described in the previous section, the procedure to implement the detection test includes six steps. The first step consists on selecting a climate indicator to be studied and in this case, the simulated climate indicator x , is the selected time series. The second step consists on dividing the time series in two sets, the first set includes one hundred values, which were assigned to the reference data; i.e., m=100, and the remaining observations correspond the testing data. The third step consists on identifying the deterministic components, which includes the trend and the periodic component. Figure 2 shows the sample autocorrelation function of www.intechopen.com the simulated reference data, x . This autocorrelation function indicates that the underlying time series is not stationary and includes a strong periodic component. Thus, it is necessary to remove first the trend component to properly identify the periodic functions, and finally, remove the periodic component to develop a stationary time series. A quadratic model was used to estimate the trend of the climate indicator. Thus, the following regression model was identified:
Statistical analysis shows that the included parameters are significant at 5% level. The simulated reference data and the estimated trend are given on Figure 3 . In this figure, the continuous and smooth line shows the estimated trend and the broken and continues line is the simulated reference data. The trend was removed from the entire time series to create the detrended sequence, which is given below:
The Fast Fourier Transform was used to develop the periodorgram and two significant ordinates were found indicating that the periodic component includes two harmonic functions, as exhibits in Figure 4 . The estimated periods of these functions are 11.9 and 28.4. Fig. 4 . The periodogram of the deterended time series shows that there are two significant harmonics with the largest ordinates at the frequencies of 0.084 and 0.035 that correspond to the period of 11.9 and 28.4, respectively.
Periodogram and autocorrelation function show that the detrended reference data has a periodic component that can be modeled by using the following sinusoidal function:
(20) Figure 5 shows the reference data with the estimated periodic component. The sinusoidal continuous line shows the estimated periodic component while the broken and continuous line shows the stochastic data. The trend and the periodic components are removed from the simulated reference data to compute the stochastic component as follows: 
where and γ are the autocorrelation and autocovariance functions at lag k of the stochastic component, respectively; ϕ′s are the autoregressive parameters, and θ is the moving average parameter, and σ is the variance of the white noise. The simulation was based on the following values: ϕ = . , ϕ = . , θ=− . and σ= . The left panel of Figure 6 shows the theoretical autocorrelation function of and ARMA(2,1) model, and the right panel of Figure 6 shows the sample autocorrelation function of s . The Matlab computer software (MathWorks, 2000) was used to estimate the parameters of the ARMA(2,1), and the estimated model can be written as follows:
Data also provide information to estimate the standard deviation of the noise, which is σ = . . The fifth step consists of deriving the ARMA fingerprint. The estimated parameters in the previous step are used to compute the stochastic time series and removed the autocorrelation structure from the simulated stochastic component. Thus, the ARMA fingerprint was computed as follows: Figure 7 shows the ARMA fingerprint, and the first one hundred values resembles to the pattern of a white noise process. However, the last part of the fingerprint shows a significant deviation from the white noise. The sixth step consists on applying the sequential hypothesis test for detecting the induced climate change. Essentially, the EWMA test includes a 95% confidence interval for the mean of a white noise process. Thus, the values that are outside of the interval indicate that a significant deviation has occurred on the mean; and consequently, that particular observation shows the time when the climate change becomes evident. The left panel of Figure 8 shows that the induced climate change was detected at time t=102, and the red stats that fall beyond the 95 confidence interval indicate that the climate change is evident during this period of time. In this particular exercise, the size of the step change was three time the standard deviation of the noise ( σ = . A climate change was also simulated by using the ramp function. Thus, the equation ( www.intechopen.com the sequential hypothesis test, which indicates the climate change is large enough to be detected, and the detection occurs at time t=135. Fig. 7 . The ARMA fingerprint of the simulated process. Fig. 8 . The left panel shows the performance of the detection test when a step change has been induced and this change has been detected at t=102. On the other hand, the right panel shows results when the climate change was induced by a ramp function. In this case the change was detected at t=135; i.e., after 35 units of delay.
Climate change detection
Four data sets were used to implement the climate change detection test. The first two sets are associated with the factors that induced a climate change, and other two are climate indicators related to meteorological variables that exhibited the vestiges of a climate change embedded along the time series. 
Attribution variables
The factors that induced a climate change are known as attribution variables and in this study, we selected two attribution variables (IPCC, 2001) . The sunspots are considered as a natural attribution variable; i.e., the induced changes are the result of sun energy variations that directly impact the Earth climate conditions, whereas the carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) emissions are considered as an anthropogenic attribution variable.
Sunspots
Sun exhibits signs of varying activity in the form sunspots. These are dark areas, which are seen at lower latitudes and crossing the phase of the sun as it rotates, and are cooler than the surrounding chromospheres. A sunspot consist of two regions a dark central umbra at temperature of around 4,000°K and surrounding lighter penumbra at around 5,000°K. Thus, the darkness is purely a matter of contrast that appears dark compared to the general brightness of the sun. A spot may be from 1x10 3 to 2x10 5 km in diameter with a life cycle from hours to months (Burroughs, 2001) . If the amount of energy emitted by the sun varies over the time and the Earth is receiving a radiation from the sun; consequently, some changes on the Earth surface temperature may be attributed to variation of solar radiation. In 1843 Heinrich Schwabe (Burroughs, 2001 ) discovered that the number of sun spots exhibits a periodically behaviour; however, it was until 1980 when satellite data confirmed such discovery. She et al. (2004) pointed out that there is a relationship between temperatures observed in mesopause and the effect of solar cycle. Satellite data has been used as a medium to support that an indirect measurement of solar radiation can be obtained by studying the behaviour of sunspots. For instance, Julca (2007) shows that sunspots and observed solar irradiances exhibit 0.77 of correlation coefficient and this result confirms that the solar activity may be studied by analysing the behaviour of sunspots. Figure 9 exhibits the comparison of observed sunspot pattern and solar irradiance during the period 1979-2005. The analysed time series of sunspots was obtained from the Royal Observatory of Belgium (http://sidc.oma.be/sunspot-data/), and the studied period was from January 1750 until February 2011. Figure 10 shows the patterns of the sunspots over the studied period. The algorithm for detecting climate change was applied to identify whether or not the sunspots attribution variable exhibits a significant change on the mean. The half of the available observations was used as the reference data (from January 1749 to December 1880) and the remaining part of the series was used as the testing data (from January 1881 to February 2011). The selected reference data do not exhibit a significant trend; and consequently, no trend was removed. However, sunspots show an unstable variance; i.e., a data transformation should be explored to stabilize the variance. Logarithmic transformation was discarded since it produces extreme lower values and a significant bias is introduced to the data. The squared root transformation was applied to data and better results were found. Six harmonic functions were needed to model the periodic component. Table 1 shows the parameter estimation of the sinusoidal functions. After removing the periodic component, an ARMA(2,1) model was identified into the stochastic component. Thus, the fingerprint of sunspots was computed as follows:
where f is the ARMA fingerprint and x is the number of sunspots at the month t (t= , … , n , n = , and m = ; the standard deviation of the estimated white noise process is 1.099. After removing the seasonal component the ARMA fingerprint technique was implemented and the monthly stochastic component shows a significant increment during about three decades from 1955 to 1989 and especially during the first decade (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965) it was detected a significant increment of sunspots as shown in Figure 11 . The direct link between sunspot number and solar output fits with the hypothesis that cold period known as the Little Ice Age and the colder weather of the late seventeen century was the result of an almost complete absence of sunspots known as the Maunder minimum (Burroughs, 2001 ). The climate impact of changes in solar radiance in the ultraviolet (UV) region has been suggested. Because wavelengths between 200 to 300 nm are absorbed high in the stratosphere by oxygen and ozone, they initiate photochemical reactions which influence the weather at lower levels. It has been shown that the amount of solar radiation entering the lower atmosphere varies with solar activity, as a result of alterations in Sunspot change detection year Exp weigthed averages www.intechopen.com stratospheric ozone concentrations caused by the changing UV flux. This reduces the amount of solar energy reaching the lower atmosphere in middle and high latitudes in winter when solar activity is high. These changes could have a significant impact on global circulation; the increase solar UV radiance in the lower tropical stratosphere will expand the Hadley circulation leading to a pole ward shift of the sub-tropical westerly jet (Burroughs, 2001) . Another consequence of changing UV fluxes reaching the lower atmosphere is to affect the formation of free-radicals in the lower atmosphere (hydroxyl radical). This alters the production of condensation nuclei and hence the formation of clouds. In effect, more UV radiation reaching the troposphere will increase the concentration of condensation nuclei and hence make it cloudier environment. Thus, varying of solar activity it will modify the climate over the Earth.
Carbon dioxide
The carbon dioxide time series was obtained from Mauna Loa station Hawaii. Data are reported as a dry air mole fraction defined as the number of molecules of carbon dioxide divided by the number of all molecules in air, including carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) itself, after water vapor has been removed. Thus, a mole fraction of CO 2 is expressed as parts per million (ppm) and is the number of molecules of CO 2 in every one million molecules of dried air. The CO 2 monthly data is the monthly mean CO 2 mole fraction determined from daily averages. This data set includes about 53 years of data from March 1958 to February 2011. The underlying data includes a few missing values which were estimated by the data source (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/). Information from this station has the longest continuous record of CO 2 concentrations in the world. This climate attribution variable has been considered as one of the most favourable locations for measuring undisturbed air because of the Hawaii environmental conditions. It should be noted that the volcanic events were excluded from the records (Keeling and Whorf 2005) . Figure 12 shows the behaviour of the observed CO 2 . Fig. 12 . Monthly carbon dioxide at Mauna Loa Hawaii, from March 1958 to February 2011 . 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 The carbon dioxide shows a strong trend and seasonality components. The reference data includes 312 monthly values and correspond to the period of 26 years from March 1958 to February 1984 and the testing data includes 27 years of data from March 1984 to February 2011. To perform a climate change detection analysis there may be two possibilities, depending of the identified trend. It can be fitted either a linear or a quadratic trend to the reference data, and the parameters of both the linear and the quadratic trend are significant and also the proportions of explained variance are about the same; therefore, it is justifiable the application of a linear or a quadratic trend. However, the results are quite different and the interested reader should be aware about the interpretation of results. The analyses of linear and quadratic trend are given in Table 2 . Analysis for a linear and a quadratic trend.
The left panel of Figure 13 shows the linear trend that was fitted to the reference data and this function was evaluated for t during the testing period t = , , … , . This figure indicates that the expected mean (straight line) is smaller than the actual mean during the testing period. Therefore, the detection test should indicate that there is a significant increment on the mean during the testing data. This figure indicates that during the reference data the mean of CO 2 has an increasing rate of 0.0918 ppm per month; however, during the testing period the increasing rate growth larger than the linear trend, since the sequential test detects an increment with respect to the mean (linear trend). On the other hand, the right panel of Figure 13 shows a quadratic trend that was fitted to the reference data and this function was evaluated for t during the testing period. This figure indicates that the expected mean (parabola) is larger than the actual mean during the testing period. Therefore, the detection test should indicate that there is a reduction with respect to the mean (quadratic trend). Apparently, the emissions of CO 2 during the last decade have been reduced with respect to the quadratic emission rate. However, the reduction on emission is still larger than the linear trend. The left panel of Figure 14 shows that in 1988, the emission rate of CO 2 is larger than the mean rate 0.0918 ppm per month and this event becomes evident during the period of 1995-2011. The right panel of Figure 14 shows that the reduction with respect to the mean (parabola) is evident during the period 1990-2011. Thus, the CO 2 during the testing period exhibited an increasing emission rate that is larger than the linear but smaller than the quadratic rate and this phenomenon is clearly exhibited during the period 1990-2011. 
Climate indicators
A climate indicator is a time series of a meteorological variable that contains the behaviour of a climate of the Earth and may exhibit a climate change. The selected climate indicators were the surface temperature, and cloud cover. The information contained in the climate 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 indicators come from ground meteorological stations, satellite observations, and numerical weather prediction models.
Global surface temperatures
The global surface temperature is a climate indicator that has been used to show evidence that the Earth is warming and has become much stronger during recently years as reported in the Third Assessment Report (IPCC 2001) . The IPCC (2007) also reported that from 1995-2006 were the warmest years since 1850. The global surface temperatures were provided by the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), and include the period from January 1880 to December 2010. The surface data set was developed based on the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN). This analysis included observations from 6,300 ground stations located in different parts of the world (Hansen et al. 2010) . Data from stations were confirmed with satellite data, and global climate model. Global temperature analyses are routinely either omitting urban stations or adjusting their long-term trends to try to eliminate or minimize the urban effect. The GISS analysis used 1951-1980 as the base period to develop the global temperature anomalies and the detailed description of data analysis is presented by Hansen et al. (2010) . The monthly anomalies of the global land-ocean surface (AGLO) temperatures are shown in Figure 15 , this product was selected because involves both the land and ocean measurements. These data were acquired at the web site http://data.giss. nasa.gov/gistemp/. The AGLO temperatures were divided in two parts. The reference data includes the first one hundred years from January 1880 to December 1979 (m = and thirty-one years for the testing data from January 1980 to December 2010. The reference data show a significant linear trend with and increment of 0.00029°C per month. After removing the linear trend, the autocorrelation function and the periodogram were computed and it was found that this data do not include a significant periodic component, this is because that climatology was 
The variable x represents the AGLO temperatures; the standard deviation of a for t= , … , m was 0.169°C. Figure 16 shows that the EWMA sequential test indicating a significant increment of AGLO temperature, which becomes evident in 1998. During the reference part (1880-1890), there are a few observations that exhibit some cooling behaviour or may be the presence of outliers. Fig. 16 . The AGLO temperatures show a significant increment that becomes evident en 1998.
Caribbean surface air temperatures
Air temperatures for the major Caribbean islands were obtained from GHCN version 3. (ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/ghcn/v3/). The studied Caribbean islands are Cuba (CU), Jamaica (JA), Puerto Rico (PR), and La Espanola, which includes Dominican Republic (DR) and Haiti (HA). Table 3 shows the summary of stations that were used in this work. The monthly air temperature used in this analysis includes the following period: from January 1948 to February 2011. The quality of the data set was improved by removing inhomogeneities from the data record associated with non-climatic influences such as changes in instrumentation, and station environment (Peterson and Easterling, 1994) . The monthly surface air temperatures from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data were also used as a proxy variable to estimate some of the missing values that were encounter in some stations. The nearest grid point to each island was used to derive a regression equation between the temperature at a given station and the temperature of the nearest NCEP-grid-point. Regression equations exhibit an average of 0.9 of correlation coefficient between station temperature and NCEP data.
Country
Cuba Dominican Republic Haiti Jamaica Puerto Rico
Number of stations 14 28 1 5 15 Table 3 . Number of stations over the Caribbean area.
Thirty years of data (from January 1948 to December 1977) were used to estimate climatology and anomalies; and after performing this calculations some of the data do not exhibit seasonal component. Figure 17 shows the monthly temperature anomalies for the major Caribbean islands from January 1948 to February 2011. Since Haiti provides only one station, the analysis for this country was omitted. www.intechopen.com
The reference data of monthly anomalies for Puerto Rico exhibit a linear trend with an increasing rate of temperature of about 0.00095ºC per month. The trend was removed and the periodicity component was very weak since climatology was subtracted from data; and consequently, this component was therefore deleted. The Autocorrelation function shows that the stochastic component can be represented by and autoregressive process (AR) of order one, AR(1). The AR process is a particular case of the ARMA model in which the moving average component is missing. The procedure to calculate the fingerprint is outlined in Table 4 . The sequential statistical test was implemented to detect if there is any deviation from the mean. Figure 18a shows that Puerto Rico air temperatures indicate an additional increment in temperature that become evident in year 2010. This figure also shows some false alarms that occurred on 1988 and 2000. This pattern shows a weak climate-change signal over the island of Puerto Rico. Republic there was a significant trend during the reference data and no climate change during testing data, only a couple of false alarms occurred on 1981, 2005, 2009, and 2010; c) Cuba shows no trend during the reference data; however, there was a significant climate change that occurred during 2007-2010; d) Jamaica shows the largest trend during the reference data and a reduction on surface air temperature during the testing data, which indicates that the there were an over estimation of the linear trend during the reference data. The first thirty years of Dominican Republic were used to estimate climatology and also were used as the reference data (from January 1948 to December 1977). The reference data of temperature anomalies for Dominican Republic exhibit a linear trend with an increasing rate of about 0.00073ºC per month. The harmonic analysis and the autocorrelation function show that there is a significant periodic component with period equal to 12 months. The stochastic component was computing after removing the trend and periodic component, as shown in Table 4 . The autocorrelation function of the stochastic component shows that this process can be represented by an autoregressive (AR) process of orders one. Figure 18b shows that there was no significant climate change for Dominican Republic. This figure also exhibits a couple of false alarms that occurred on the following years : 1981 : , 2009 Puerto Rico Dominican Republic Table 4 . Calculations of the ARMA fingerprint for the major Caribbean islands.
As in the previous islands, the first thirty years were used to estimate climatology of the surface air temperature of Cuba. The reference data include monthly observations from January 1948 to December 1978. The anomalies of reference-data of air temperature from Cuba exhibit a no significant trend. The harmonic analysis and the autocorrelation function show that there is a significant periodic component with period equal 12 months. The autocorrelation function of the stochastic component shows that this process can be represented by an AR(1) process. Estimates of a sinusoidal function and the stochastic component are given in Table 4 . Figure 18c shows that there was a significant climate www.intechopen.com change occurred on Cuba and becomes evident during 2007 to 2010. This figure also shows that there are some false alarms that occurred on 1981, and 1991. In Table 4 the variable x represents the anomaly temperatures for the corresponding country, B is back shift operator; m = and n = . The reference data of monthly anomalies for Jamaica exhibit a linear trend with an increasing rate of temperature of about 0.00270 ºC per month. The trend was removed and periodicity component was not significant component. The autocorrelation function shows that the stochastic component can be represented by and ARMA (1,1) . The fingerprint procedure is outlined in Table 4 and estimates are also given in this table. The sequential statistical test was implemented to detect an addition deviation from the mean in the testing data. Figure 18d shows that Jamaica air temperatures indicate there is a possible reduction with respect to the linear trend; i.e., there was an over estimation of the increasing rate given for a reference data. It should be noted that Jamaica during the first two decades (1948 to 1968) shows a significant increasing rate of temperature and caused an over estimation of trend during the reference data. Jamaica increasing rate is about three times higher than Puerto Rico and four times than Dominican Republic. In summary, Jamaica exhibits the largest increasing rate of surface air temperature and this phenomenon occurred during 1948 to 1968. Cuba shows no increasing rate during the reference data; however, exhibits a significant increment during 2007 to 2010. Puerto Rico shows a linear trend during the reference data in addition to a significant increment of temperature in 2010. Dominican Republic shows a significant trend during the reference data and no more changes during the testing data. In general, the climate change exhibited in the Caribbean islands is marginal compared to a global scale.
Global cloud cover
The cloud cover monthly time series was obtained from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). The cloud products were generated from sensors located on seven satellites, and the D2 product provides the properties of the clouds observed at every three hours and presented in monthly time series during the period of July 1983 to June 2005. Some of the included variables in this data set are cloud cover, top-cloud temperature, top-cloud pressure, optical thickness, and water path. The clouds are classified based on optical thickness and on top pressure. More information can be found in the following site: http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.NASA/.ISCCP/.D2/.all/. Quispe (2006) developed a user friendly computer program to read and manage the cloud data files. The global cloud cover file includes 6,596 grids and the cloud cover was selected at global and at Caribbean scales. Figure 19 shows the global cloud cover. Data from July 1983 to June 1994 were used as reference and from July 1994 to June 2005 as the testing data; the following values were selected for n = 264 months, and m = 132 months. A significant linear trend was identified and the harmonic analysis shows that there are three significant harmonics at 12, 132 and 66 months. Thus, the linear trend and the sinusoidal functions were removed from the original data and the stochastic process follows an AR(1) model. The estimates of the trend, the sinusoidal function, and stochastic model are given in Table 5 . The left panel of Figure 20 shows the performance of the sequential test, which shows and an additional reduction of cloud cover that occurs during 1997 to 2001; however, increment was also detected from 2004 to 2005 and a possible false alarm occurs on 1994. With the purpose of better understanding the behaviour of the clouds, a second analysis was conducted without trend; i.e., in this case we want to measure the deviation with respect to the constant average of the reference data. The right panel of Figure 20 indicates that a significant reduction occurs with respect to the reference mean during 1995 to 2004. In summary, it can be concluded that a significant reduction of global cloud cover occurs and especially during the period of 1995 to 2004. 
Caribbean cloud cover
The selected Caribbean area includes the following geographical location: latitude from 17 N to 24 N and longitude from 87 W to 64 W, as shown in Figure 21 . The data was organized as follows: the reference data include from July 1983 to June 1994 and the testing data are from July 1994 to June 2005. The reference data exhibit a significant reduction rate (-0.0259 per month) of cloud cover and the harmonic analysis shows that there is a significant periodic function with period equal to twelve. The remaining stochastic component can be modelled by a moving average of order one; i.e., MA(1). This model is also a particular case of the ARMA model, in which the model does not contain the autoregressive part. The 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 Global cloud cover year Exp weigthed averages 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 Table 5 . Calculations for the ARMA fingerprint for the global cloud cover.
procedure to compute the fingerprint and the estimation of parameters are given in table 6. The sequential test indicates that no additional change was found in the Caribbean cloud clover. Table 6 shows that Caribbean cloud cover during the reference data exhibit a reduction rate of -0.0259 % per month. Figure 22 Shows that Caribbean clouds cover no additional climate change is detected. Table 6 . Estimation of the fingerprint for the Caribbean cloud cover. Fig. 21 . The selected Caribbean region to be studied.
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Conclusion
The major factors that have forced climate change are due to natural and anthropogenic causes such as solar radiation, volcano eruptions, increasing concentration of greenhouse gases, etc. A statistical test is proposed to detect when a significant climate change has 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 occurred. Usually, a climate indicator can be decomposed into three major features: trend, seasonal, and stochastic component. A climate change can be exhibited in any of the components of a given climate indicator. The introduced statistical test detects a climate change that can be observed in any of the three component of the process. The test consists on dividing the underlying time series in two parts. The first part of the observations is used for identifying trend, seasonality and stochastic components and these components are removed from the entire time series. The test consists of determining whether or not the remaining part of the series exhibits a significant deviation from the white noise. Thus, if a significant deviation from the white noise process occurs a climate change is detected; otherwise, no change has recorded. The proposed test was implemented to detected climate changes at global and Caribbean levels. The studied variables were: sunspots, concentration of carbon dioxide, surface air temperature, and cloud cover. At the Caribbean levels, it was found that cloud cover exhibits a significant reduction rate whereas the air temperature shows a significant increasing rate. Rainfall processes across the main Caribbean islands shows no significant trend during the studied period, which suggests that heavy rainfall events are being concentrated in small areas to maintain the rainfall process with no trend.
The global cloud cover also shows a significant decreasing trend whereas the land-ocean surface temperature shows an increasing trend. Smaller clouds cover areas and high temperatures across the world also suggests that heavy rainfall processes will be concentrated in small continental areas causing flooding, landslide, and human and economic catastrophic impacts. A sequential statistical test has been introduced to detect when as significant climate change has occurred. The major contribution of this work is to introduce a statistical tool to determine without ambiguity when a climate change has occurred. One of the advantages of the proposed procedure is its simplicity; however, it requires of a large sequence of a reliable climate indicator, where a climate indicator is a meteorological variable that reveals the intrinsic climatic characteristic of a given region of the Earth. It is very important to understand the interaction of the physical processes and how the climate indicators are related. One of the major limitations of the proposed detection test is that some climate indicators after removing the trend and the periodic components still retain characteristics of a nonstationary process and difference operators to induce stationary behaviour are not applicable, since the difference operator not only removes the nonstationary behaviour but also remove the climate change.
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